Abstract-Certain biomedical materials can be considered as liquid crystalline (LC) polymer the charateric of which is considerably different from the common polymer. In the present paper a continuum theory of the constitutive equation of corotational derivative type is developed for the anisotropic viscoelastic fluid -LC biopolymers.
I.
INTRUDUCTION Certain biomedical materials can be considered as liquid crystalline (LC) biopolymer the charateric of which is considerably different from the common polymer. A new concept of simple anisotropic fluid is introduced. On the basis of principles of anisotropic simple fluid stress behaviour is described by velocity gradient tensor F and spin tensor W instead of velocity gradient tensor D in the classic Leslie−Ericksen continuum theory. Analyzing rheological nature of the fluid and using tensor analysis a general form of the constitutive equation of co-rotational type is founded. The special term in equation is introduced to describe the special change of the normal stress differences which is considered as a result of director tumbling by Larson et al. The characteristic behaviour of non-symmetry of the shear stress is predicted by using the present model for LC polymer liquids
II. PRINCIPLES OF NON-SYMMETRIC CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION
In construction of continuum theory of constitutive equation for the LC biopolymer-anisotropic viscoelastic fluids following principles are proposed: 1. According new definition of anisotropic simple fluid the stress is dependent on hole history of deformation gradient and hole history of spin tensor measured with respect to co-rotational coordinates. 2. The constitutive equation contains the both contributions due to the orientational motion of director and hydrodynamic motions of fluid, to describe anisotropic effects of LC polymer [1 ] . The stress tensor is considered as a functional of the deformation tensors and tensors composed of the director vector and its derivative. According statistic physics the macroscopic magnitudes are considered as an average of the microscopic values. For anisotropic viscoelastic fluid− LC polymer melt and solution the stress tensor is an un-symmetric one. The anisotropy in elasticity of LC polymers leads to un-symmetry of the stress tensor. The rotation of the director vector is a source of dissipation in the nematic liquid even in the absence of flow , the stress relashinship derived by the Ossen integral equation shows that for the nematic fluid the orientational motion of the director vector characterized by the director surface body stress and intrinsic director body force, leads to un-symmetry in stress tensor.
The first Rivlin−Ericksen tensor ij A express deformation history due to the normal−symmetric part of the deformation velocity gradient in the fluid, the spin tensor ij W express deformation history due to the un-symmetric part of the deformation velocity gradient in the fluid. However it should be noted that the un-symmetry of the stress tensor is determined by the un-symmetry of the shear stress components. It has any principal influence on the normal stress differences which is of completely symmetric.
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The stress tensor is split into two parts: symmetric and unsymmetric 
In Eqs. the relaxation time tensor ijkl λ and relaxation time (6) [ ]
It can be seen from the analytical expression of the first normal stress , there are four zero points the first normal stress which are given as 
V CONCLUSION AND DISCUSION
A report of advances is given for research on continuum theory of constitutive equation of liquid crystalline (LC) biopolymer fluids, Influence of un-symmetric stress tensor on material functions is given, vibrational shear flow of the fluid with small amplitudes is studied ， for special case some results are give by Fig. 1 -Fig 4. A new concept of simple anisotropic fluid is introduced. On the basis of principle of anisotropic simple fluid stress behaviour is described by velocity gradient tensor F and spin tensor W instead of (  2   3  4  2  5  1  0  5  4  3  1  3  0 velocity gradient tensor D in the classic Leslie−Ericksen continuum theory. Six relaxation times are introduced:. Analyzing rheological nature of the fluid and using tensor analysis a general form of the constitutive equation of corotational type is founded. The un-symmetry of the shear stress are predicted by the present continuum theory for anisotropic viscoelastic fluid − LC biopolymer liquids. The influence of the relaxation times on material functions is specially studied. It is important to study the unsteady vibrational rotating flow with small amplitudes , as it is a best way to obtain knowledge of elasticity of the LC polymer i.e. dynamic viscoelasticity. For the shear-unsymmetric stresses, two shear stresses are obtained thus two complex viscosities and two complex shear modulus ( i.e. first and second one) are introduced by the constitutive equation which are defined by rotating shear rate introduced by author.
